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1. Introduction

Carlos Ledó is the company’s founder and owner of the Idai Nature brand, an
entrepreneurial agricultural engineer with a background in business management
and a believer in the world of branding. He is a visionary who has taken on
challenges with passion and perseverance and who has been able to develop a
disruptive business model in agricultural biocontrol, while consolidating very
good relations with stakeholders and a strong commitment to his team, society
and the Valencian economy. Carl Yung, the Swiss psychologist and essayist, would
define him via two of his personality archetypes –the Magician and the Warrior–
for his capacity to transform the category, for his commitment to people’s
empowerment and for his tenacity to overcome the barriers of everyday life.

2. Environment, case framework

This young entrepreneur began his professional career as a farm advisor.
When he visited farms, they used to give him fruit from theirvarious crops. Not
from their orchards, but from the small plots that farmers cultivated for their own
or their relatives’ consumption, to which they did not apply chemical products.
From this empirical research he detected an insight that farmers were processing
their produce for sale, but not for their own consumption, i.e. none of them ate
the chemically manipulated produce. With these experiences on strawberry
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